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ABSTRACT
To characterize further the cosmic star formation history at high redshifts, a large-area survey by a cryogenic
∼5 meter class telescope with a focal plane populated by tens to hundreds of thousands of far-infrared (FIR, 30-
300 µm) detectors with broadband detector noise equivalent powers (NEPs) on the order of 3×10−19 W/√Hz is
needed. Ideal detectors for such a surveyor do not yet exist. As a demonstration of one technique for approaching
the ultra-low NEPs required by this surveyor, we present the design of an array of 96 350 µm KIDs that utilize
phonon recycling to boost responsivity. Our KID array is fabricated with TiN deposited on a silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafer, which is a 2 µm thick layer of silicon bonded to a thicker silicon wafer by a thin oxide layer. The thick
silicon is etched away underneath the absorbers so that the inductors are suspended on just the 2 µm membrane.
The intent is that quasiparticle recombination phonons are trapped in the thin membrane, thereby increasing
their likelihood of being re-absorbed by the KID to break additional Cooper pairs and boost responsivity. We
also present a Monte-Carlo simulation that predicts the amount of signal boost expected from phonon recycling
given flexible detector geometries and illumination strategies. For our initial array geometry, the simulation
predicts a small but likely measurable 50% boost in responsivity.
Keywords: kinetic inductance detector, phonon, far-infrared, simulation
1. INTRODUCTION
The far-infrared (FIR, 30-300 µm) is a critical band for characterizing the cosmic star formation history at high
redshifts. To achieve a more complete understanding of this history, a large-area survey by a cryogenic ∼5 meter
class telescope with a focal plane populated by tens to hundreds of thousands of FIR detectors is needed. With
a primary aperture cooled to 4 Kelvin and equipped with sufficiently sensitive detectors, the sensitivity of such
a surveyor would only be limited by astrophysical backgrounds and source confusion. Broadband detector noise
equivalent powers (NEPs) on the order of 3×10−19 W/√Hz are required to be photon noise limited.1
Kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) show great promise for a mission such as this because of their intrinsic
frequency multiplexability and straightforward cryogenic amplification requirements. De Visser et al.2 demon-
strated NEPs in the low 10−19 W/
√
Hz range with antenna-coupled low-volume aluminum KIDs, meeting the
sensitivity requirements in the range needed for the aforementioned surveyor. However, the power dissipation of
the readout electronics is driven by the relatively high readout frequencies (4-8 GHz) employed.
We fabricated a 96 lumped element KID (LEKID) array using TiN whose high resistivity results in low
readout frequencies around 200 MHz, thereby decreasing the cost and weight of readout electronics, an important
consideration for space missions. TiN’s high resistivity also necessitates a high filling fraction to obtain a good
match between the effective surface impedance of the TiN absorber and the wave impedance in silicon, thereby
achieving high optical efficiency. However, the high area fill fraction also corresponds to a large detector volume,
which reduces responsivity. To compensate, we introduce the concept of phonon recycling, an effort to boost
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Figure 1. From Day et al.3 Left : an equivalent circuit representation of a KID, the inductor shown as variable due to
absorbed radiation. The upper capacitor is the coupling capacitor to the readout line. Right : the power transmitted
through the circuit measured in dB as a function of frequency. The KID absorbs its resonance frequency f0, creating a
dip. The solid line is the KID response before absorbing photons, and the dotted line is after absorbing photons.
responsivity and reduce NEP, and explain this idea in depth in in Section 2.2. In short, the mechanism of
“phonon recycling” refers to trapping the phonons created by photo-produced quasiparticles recombining into
Cooper pairs. These recombination phonons, if trapped in the vicinity of the detector’s active area, can be
reabsorbed in the superconductor, breaking more Cooper pairs and thereby enhancing the kinetic inductance
response.
In this paper, we first define the concept of phonon recycling and describe how it is achieved by back-
thinning silicon below the KID active detector area. Secondly, we describe the array that we fabricated in the
Microdevices Laboratory at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to test the concept of phonon recycling. We then
present our Monte-Carlo simulations that predict the amount of signal boost expected from phonon recycling
given flexible detector geometries and illumination schemes. Finally, we present our plans for investigating the
effects of phonon recycling in our array, which will simultaneously test the validity and completeness of our
simulation and indicate the utility of phonon recycling for boosting responsivity.
2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Kinetic Inductance Detectors
Kinetic inductance detectors are superconducting LC circuits with resonant frequencies f0 = 1/(2pi
√
LC). An
equivalent circuit diagram and the resulting resonant dip (or absorption feature) from this LC circuit are shown
in Figure 1. The capacitance C is set by the design of the interdigitated electrode structure. The inductance
L has two components: first, the geometric inductance which is resultant from the layout of the circuit and the
metal from which it is made. Second, the kinetic inductance (Lki) which is provided by the superconducting
charge carriers called Cooper pairs. The ratio of the kinetic to the total inductance, α = Lki/(Lki + Lgeom), is
called the kinetic inductance fraction. For our TiN KIDs, the kinetic inductance dominates and α ≈ 1.
Cooper pairs are electrons of opposite spin bound by an energy 2∆0, which is related to the critical tem-
perature TC of the superconductor: ∆0 = 1.76 kBTC . When a photon with energy hν > 2∆0 is absorbed by
the detector, the photon can break a Cooper pair into its individual electrons called “quasiparticles”. Broken
Cooper pairs have two effects on the readout of the system, illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1:
1. The kinetic inductance of the circuit is inversely proportional to the number of Cooper pairs in the system.
Therefore, when Cooper pairs are broken the kinetic inductance of the circuit increases, thereby decreasing
the resonant frequency f0.
2. Quasiparticles increase the resistance (dissipation of energy) of the circuit, which in turn decreases the
quality factor Q of the circuit. Q is defined by Q = f0/∆f , where f0 is the resonant frequency of the
circuit and ∆f is the frequency difference between the -3 dB points in the absorption feature.
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Figure 2. A picture of a single non-thinned detector with the same inductor and capacitor layout as the back-thinned
devices. The roughly circular TiN meander is the inductor which also acts as the optical absorber, and is fully visible.
For scale, the diameter of the inductor is 0.4 mm. The rectangular interdigitated capacitor, also made of TiN, is only
partially visible on the right hand side of the image. In a phonon recycled device, the silicon in the circular area below
the inductor would be thinned to allow trapping of phonons below the inductor, which is the detector’s active area.
2.2 Phonon Recycling
In order to achieve lower NEP detectors one can either decrease the noise or increase the responsivity of the
detectors to light, because
NEP =
√
S
Rx
, (1)
where S is the power spectrum of fractional frequency fluctuations and the responsivity Rx is defined as the
fractional change in resonance frequency for a given change in the incident optical power. The technique of
phonon recycling focuses upon increasing Rx by elongating the duration of the kinetic inductance response.
The process of phonon recycling begins when Cooper pairs, previously broken by absorbed radiation, re-
combine after an average time of τqp ≈ 100 µs,4–6 the quasiparticle recombination time. When Cooper pairs
recombine, they release energy as a recombination phonon with E = 2∆0. This recombination phonon usually
escapes into the substrate upon which the superconductor is deposited. In phonon recycled devices, we design
the array such that this recombination phonon is instead trapped underneath the detector’s active area, increas-
ing its probability of re-absorption and consequently breaking another Cooper pair. Cooper pairs broken by
the first recombination phonon will again eventually recombine, releasing another recombination phonon which
could then go on to break another Cooper pair.
The number of times this quasiparticle recombination and phonon re-absorption process repeats is R−1, where
R is called the “recycling factor”. Emission and re-absorption of the phonon increases the effective quasiparticle
recombination time from τqp,0 to
τqp,rec = R× τqp,0. (2)
This elongation of the signal increases the responsivity Rx proportionally, since Rx ∝ τqp.4
3. ARRAY GEOMETRY
We fabricated a 96 pixel array of 20 nm thick TiN deposited on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. Each
pixel consists of a meandered inductor/radiation absorber with a roughly circular outline and an interdigitated
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Figure 3. Geometry of the phonon recycling simulation. Top: A top-down view of the rectangular detector cell, where the
solid black lines define boundaries between distinct regions and the grey shaded areas are where superconducting metal
has been deposited. The rectangular outline on the right is the interdigitated capacitor with dimensions CW by CL. The
circular outline with radius R is the inductor/absorber. The white area surrounding the inductor is bare silicon. Bottom:
A side view of a lengthwise cut of the detector cell, showing the thick bulk silicon below the capacitor area and thinned
silicon below the inductor. Again, grey shaded areas are the superconducting metal deposition areas. An example of a
possible phonon path is shown as a dashed line, where the phonon begins in the inductor, travels into the capacitor area,
and ends beyond the detector cell. Each scattering point off of a surface is represented as a solid black circle.
capacitor to mitigate two-level-system noise.7 A picture of a single detector is shown in Figure 2. The readout
frequencies were designed to be a few hundred MHz with quality factors on the order of 3×104. The array is
meant to be coupled to radiation with a lenslet array, which will focus radiation onto the inductor.
To trap the phonons below the detector active area (the inductor) and achieve phonon recycling, the SOI
is etched away in a circular pattern below the inductor so that the inductors are suspended on the 2 µm Si
membrane. In our array, half of the detectors have thinned Si below their inductors and half of the detectors
remain atop the full thickness of the SOI wafer. Rows of thinned/non-thinned detectors alternate on the array.
4. SIMULATIONS OF PHONON RECYCLED DEVICES
Using Python, we created a Monte-Carlo style simulation of phonons scattering within a single detector to predict
what boost in responsivity would result from the detector geometry described in Section 3. The simulation is
generalizable to many different detector geometries and illumination strategies, making it a useful tool for
exploring the utility of phonon recycling in KID devices.
4.1 Simulation Geometry and Phonon Behavior
The simulation uses a three-dimensional geometry shown in Figure 3. A rectangular capacitor with a filling
fraction ηfill,C , width CW , and length CL sits atop a silicon block of thickness t. To its right, a circular
inductor with a filling fraction ηfill,L and radius R sits atop a silicon block of thickness tthin < t. The entire
detector cell is a rectangle of length CL + 2R and width CW , with any area not covered by the inductor or
capacitor consisting of bare silicon. The thickness of the TiN that comprises the inductor and the capacitor is
tTiN .
Phonons are initiated in random positions at the top of the detector cell, as if they had been created by
Cooper pairs recombining within the TiN of the detector. Different illuminations of the detector are represented
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Figure 4. The ending locations of escaped phonons (blue dots) and locations of re-absorption (and consequent re-emission)
of phonons, given that they start at a random location within the inductor (Left) or within the capacitor (Right). In
this run of 30,000 phonons, the thinned silicon is 2 µm thick and the bulk silicon below the capacitor is 350 µm thick.
Absorptions in the inductor are shown in green triangles, while absorptions in the capacitor are shown in black squares.
Absorptions in the inductor are much more common than in the capacitor due to the higher number of bounces the phonon
experiences within the thinned silicon below the inductor, giving a higher number of opportunities for re-absorption. In
the bare Si area around the inductor the phonons cannot be absorbed, but the phonon is allowed to continue propagating
as it is still considered within the boundary of the rectangular detector cell. If the phonon’s total distance travelled
exceeds the anharmonic decay length of phonons in silicon (> 1 m8), then its path is terminated and it is labelled as
anharmonically decayed (red circles). Instances of anharmonic decay are observed to occur only at steep scattering angles
when the phonon travels a great distance in one bounce; therefore, they do not show up on this plot which zooms in to
view the area close to the detector. In addition, the anharmonic decay length is larger than the array itself, and therefore
is included for completeness but can generally be neglected.
by the phonon start positions: for uniform illumination the phonons start within both the capacitor and the
inductor, while for illumination focused on the detector active area the phonons start only within the inductor.
To separate the impact on the recycling factor of phonons beginning in the capacitor from those beginning in
the inductor, we simulate phonons starting within the capacitor only and the inductor only.
After initiation, phonons can then scatter at any angle and travel in a straight trajectory to the bottom of
the detector cell. From the bottom, they again scatter at any angle and travel back to the top of the detector
cell where the TiN is deposited. This isotropic scattering of phonons off of silicon surfaces is based upon the
measurements reported by D. Marx and W. Eisenmenger in 1982.9 Phonons travel in this manner until they
leave the outer rectangular boundary of the detector cell.
Any time the phonon hits the top of the detector cell, it has a probability of re-absorption ηr by the TiN, on
the order of 0.01, given by
ηr = Tacousticηfill2tTiN/lpb, (3)
where Tacoustic is the acoustic matching factor of order unity,
10 ηfill is the filling fraction of the metal in the area
where the phonon hits (inductor or capacitor), tTiN is the thickness of the TiN, and lpb is the mean free path to
pair breaking in the superconductor. lpb=vphononτpb is not well measured for TiN, however, Kaplan et al. 1976
11
report that the phonon lifetime against pairbreaking τpb is ∝ Tc. Therefore, Al and TiN’s comparable Tc’s should
have similar pair breaking lengths (to first order), and we use Al’s value of lpb ≈1 µm as an approximation for
lpb in these simulations. Evaluation of lpb using the known properties of TiN
11–14 gives a value for ηr that is
larger by a factor of a few, which we take to be reasonable agreement. Equation 3 is an approximation as well,
and assumes that the phonon travels straight up and down in the TiN with a resultant total path length in the
TiN of 2 tTiN . Averaging over the angle of incidence would increase the effective path length and introduce an
extra numerical factor, but this level of refinement is premature at this stage.
After reabsorption, the phonon is then re-emitted in a random direction and can continue to bounce between
the top and bottom of the silicon at random angles with opportunities for re-absorption and emission until it
leaves the boundary of the detector cell. The most important output of this simulation is the number of times
a single phonon is reabsorbed by the TiN in the inductor (Nabs), which yields the recycling factor R = Nabs + 1
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Thinned Si Thickness [µm] Recycling Factor R
2 1.49
0.5 3.0
0.25 4.9
0.1 10.5
Table 1. The simulated recycling factor R for a given thinned Si thickness, assuming all phonons start within the inductor.
The geometry for these simulations is: inductor radius of 220 µm, inductor filling fraction of 1/3, capacitor lengths of
1500 µm, capacitor widths of 550 µm, capacitor filling fraction of 0.25, and TiN thicknesses of 20 nm. These parameters
match the geometry of the back-thinned detectors analyzed in this paper.
as described in Section 2.2. The ending positions as well as locations of re-absorptions are shown in Figure 4
for two different phonon starting positions: randomly within the inductor only or randomly within the capacitor
only.
4.2 Simulation Results and Predictions
One major result of the simulation is that the recycling factor R does not depend on the phonon start position,
which is equivalent to detector illumination. The right panel of Figure 4 shows that for 30,000 phonons starting
within the capacitor, only two instances of phonon re-absorption in the inductor occur. We postulate that this
extremely small number of inductor re-absorptions is due to the small solid angle seen by phonons when passing
from the thick silicon into the thinned silicon below the inductor, effectively preventing phonons in the capacitor
from entering the area below the inductor. Therefore, only phonons initiated in the inductor contribute to the
phonon recycling signal, meaning that R is largely illumination independent.
Another major result of these simulations is the dependency of the recycling factor R on the thickness of Si
below the inductor: as the membrane of Si below the inductor gets thinner, R increases dramatically. Table 1
shows the recycling factor R for a given thickness of Si below the inductor given a simulation geometry that
matches the array of phonon-recycled KIDs analyzed in this paper. For a single detector with the same geometry
as those detectors described in Section 3, a recycling factor of R = 1.49 is simulated.
To further increase R one could increase the radial size of the inductor, prolonging the amount of time
the phonon spends bouncing below the inductor before it escapes from the detector cell and providing more
opportunities for reabsorption. One could also increase the thickness of the TiN or the filling fraction of the
inductor because this increases the phonon re-absorption probability according to Equation 3. However, we are
limited in this approach by the necessity of impedance matching the superconductor to the silicon substrate.
Additionally, the increased volume of superconductor decreases the responsivity4 due to the lower quasiparticle
density. These problems are avoided by focusing on phonon trapping by thinning the silicon substrate, as we
have in our array design.
5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
To determine the functionality of back-thinning silicon to achieve phonon recycling and measure the recycling
factor R (Equation 2) for our array, we must measure τqp for all detectors and compare the non-thinned τqp,0 with
the thinned silicon detectors’ τqp,rec. Rows of thinned and un-thinned devices alternate on the array, meaning
that functional phonon recycling would result in two alternate rows with elevated τqp.
To measure τqp, we will flash the array with a white LED at 100 Hz while driving a single resonator at its
resonance frequency f0 and record the exponential response of df/f0 to the flashing LED. The exponential rolloff
timescale τexp is a measure of the longest timescale of the system, either τqp or the resonator ringtime τring which
can be measured by fitting each detector’s S21. Phonon recycling is meant to elongate τqp, likely making it the
longest timescale of the system and measurable by this pulsing LED technique.
Ultimately, the KID array will be coupled to incoming radiation with a lenslet array. A silicon back-plate
with cylinders in the back-thinned inductor locations will ensure that there is less than a λ/4 gap of air between
the back-illuminated devices and the lenslet.
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The simulation presented above is a tool we will use to optimize the array geometry to achieve maximal
phonon recycling. As an example of the parameter space we have to work with, Table 1 demonstrates how
thinner membrane layers can improve the recycling factor by many times. Careful consideration must be given
to the tradeoffs between improved phonon recycling geometries and their possible detrimental effects upon KID
noise or responsivity, as discussed in Section 4.2. As part of this analysis, we will expand the simulation to
include multiple detector cells and evaluate the importance of phonon cross-talk between detectors.
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